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Summary

The 20th century has witnessed a tremendous amount of progress in our under-

standing of the fundamental laws of nature. The development of quantum me-

chanics on the one hand and general relativity on the other hand opened up the

possibility to describe microscopic interactions between elementary particles as

well as gravitational interactions between macroscopic bodies with an unprece-

dented precision.

Our most fundamental understanding of the microscopic world is represented by

the standard model, which describes electromagnetic, weak and strong interactions

in the unified framework of quantum field theory. Despite its numerous experi-

mental successes, there are strong indications, both theoretical and experimental,

that the standard model is incomplete. For example, some of the free parameters

of the theory must be tuned very finely in order to match experiments, an issue

known as hierarchy problem. Furthermore the indirect observation of dark matter

points towards the existence of yet to be discovered particles.

From a theoretical point of view, an issue with the standard model is that it does

not contain gravitational interactions. At the macroscopic level, gravity is well

described by general relativity, which has been very successful in astrophysics and

cosmology. However, reconciling such a theory with the principles of quantum

mechanics has proven to be extremely challenging. The standard attempts at

quantizing the theory are indeed plagued with mathematical inconsistencies that

cannot be fixed without giving up predictability. As a consequence, one of the main

challenges of present-day research in high-energy physics is to find a consistent

theory of quantum gravity. Despite the successes of both the standard model and

general relativity in their own regimes of applicability, such a venture is rather

problematic. Current technology does not allow us to directly probe the energies

at which both quantum and gravitational effects are relevant. In the absence of

hints coming from experiments, the development of a quantum theory of gravity

must therefore rely on mathematical consistency and thought experiments.
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The leading candidate for a quantum theory of gravity is string theory, whose

main underlying idea is to give up the notion that particles are point-like objects,

replacing them instead with one-dimensional strings. This theory has passed many

non-trivial consistency checks, and has provided important theoretical insights

into the microscopic structure of gravitational objects such as black holes. It must

be noted, however, that our understanding of string theory is still incomplete,

especially at the non-perturbative level.

One of the most spectacular developments coming from string theory is repre-

sented by the so-called gauge/gravity dualities. These dualities state that cer-

tain quantum theories of gravity, such as those defined on backgrounds that are

asymptotically anti-de Sitter (AdS), can be entirely described by ordinary quan-

tum field theories living in one dimension less. This provides a concrete realiza-

tion of the holographic principle, which had already emerged in the study of black

hole physics. Furthermore, the dictionary between the two theories exchanges the

strongly coupled regime of one theory with the weakly coupled regime of the dual

theory. As a consequence, standard perturbative field theory methods can be used

to probe the strongly coupled quantum structure of the dual gravity theory, while

classical gravitational computations can give us insights into strongly-coupled phe-

nomena in quantum field theory, such as confinement and transport properties of

the quark-gluon plasma.

The research directions presented in this thesis all fit together in the framework

of holography. In chapter 2 and 3 we take some small steps towards the devel-

opment of a holographic dictionary for spacetimes that are not asymptotically

AdS. More specifically, we study the situation where the background spacetime

is asymptotically Lifshitz, a particular gravitational setup believed to be dual to

strongly coupled theories that are non-relativistic. On the one hand, we hope

that attempts at extending the holographic dictionary to more general spacetimes

will eventually lead to the development of a satisfactory holographic description

of realistic gravitational setups. On the other hand, these constructions are po-

tentially interesting for applications in condensed matter and statistical physics,

where many non-trivial phenomena enjoying non-relativistic symmetry seem to

elude a weakly-coupled field theory descriptions.

In chapter 4 we turn to relativistic field theories that enjoy a large amount of super-

symmetry, a particular symmetry relating bosons and fermions and which might

very well be a symmetry of nature. We show that various observable quantities of

such theories do not receive quantum corrections, or in more technical language

we prove non-renormalization theorems. Similar theorems have proven to be ex-

tremely useful for phenomenological applications, where they impose cancellations

between radiative corrections on the one hand and allow the exact computation of
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certain observables at strong coupling on the other. In our case, the theorems we

prove allow us to test some predictions coming from the holographic correspon-

dence, providing further consistency checks of such duality.

In the last chapter we study black holes and their entropy, once again in the

holographic context. We are concerned in particular with recent developments

towards the microscopic understanding of the entropy of realistic (asymptotically

flat) black holes. In the (somewhat unrealistic) asymptotically AdS scenario, the

holographic dualities described above provide a complete understanding of the

structure of the entropy. For example, the AdS/CFT duality explains why the

formula for the entropy of three-dimensional asymptotically AdS black holes is

identical to the one describing the entropy of two-dimensional conformal field

theories (CFT), which are particular quantum field theories that “look the same”

at all energy scales. Interestingly enough, the entropy formula for many realistic

black holes can also be cast in such a form, but whether there is an underlying

CFT explanation is currently unknown. Some recent attempts to elucidate possible

relations between such black holes and two-dimensional CFTs involve the removal

of the asymptotically flat region from the black hole geometry, a procedure that

is often referred to as “putting the black hole in a box”. In performing this

“subtraction”, a conformal symmetry emerges and a CFT description becomes

immediately obvious. However, the relation between said CFT and the original

asymptotically flat black hole is not entirely clear from the construction. In chapter

5 we address this problem by showing that removing the box we put the black

hole in corresponds to turning on an irrelevant (i.e. unimportant at low energies)

deformation in the CFT. While the corrections coming from this deformation can

be justifiably ignored in a certain region of the parameter space, generically this

is not the case and large corrections are expected. Since irrelevant deformations

are problematic for predictability, our results call for a refinement of the ideas

underlying the subtraction procedure.
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